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psycho-crave
2) thresholds
3) toxamine
4) devouring me
5) the fifth fury
6) prometheous scars
7) meet me in the mass grave
8) the grey machinery
9) heretic infected
orchestra(instrumental)

Psycho-Crave
Swallow me
Follow me where the sky is white
Dream
Is your brain that craves?
Here I am to cure
please your hunger
Do it at your leisure
Walk the same path
Take my hand
To the finest wrath
Tastes so good
Flesh feeding flesh
Flesh feeding flesh
Psycho Crave - Self addiction
Satisfy your hunger
Do it at your leisure
Eat me to the bone
Bite my leg
We’ll never walk alone
Tastes so good
More than your own blood
my own blood
Flesh feeding flesh
Flesh feeding flesh
Psycho Crave - Self addiction
The flesh consumption
The beast unleashed
The sin within me
The sin within you
Come where the beast is free
We’ll never walk alone
Tastes so good
More than your own blood

Thresholds
(dedicated to Claudio Leo and Mauro Caporale)

Hold into your tenderness
you are the keeper Of knowledge
Life you generate from the blindest abyss
Fertile is your womb, to feed our numb minds
Fury of the cycles, Goddess of all nature
Isis, I evoke thee to be ceased
Snake recoiled in chaos
Darkness you cast upon mankind
Into your sacred coils you hold my lost body
Fury of the dark side, Goddess of all chaos
Apophis, push my soul beyond
The thresholds
Sublime infinite thresholds
Hope, hate, perfection
Death is a step ahead
Renewed on my knees
Here am I raising purified flesh
Who walked unaffected
through the realm of death
Fury of rebirth, Goddess of purification
I evoke thee to be reborn
Osiris, push my soul beyond
The thresholds
Sublime infinite thresholds
Hope, hate, perfection
Death is a higher step
In the darkest dawn
Let me see into your chalice
Let me read your dreams
Your dreams, my nightmares

Toxamine
Don’t read just take what you need
Your life without a prescription
Don’t think just swallow the pills
No side effects are listed
Nothing but relieving the pain
War needs faceless soldiers
War needs harmless victims
This is why you take our medicine
It affects your brain, increases perceptions
Stomach ulceration, hate perceived
Your blood doesn’t clot
In full clarity of mind
killing is your only wish
Your skin turns red
Toxamine, take your daily dose
toxamine, ten milligrams
of violence in your head
Nothing but relieving the pain
plane crash, the load is lost
toxamine is a river of hate
infected water everywhere
no feeling of sickness,
just perfect and invincible
Stomach ulceration, hate perceived
Your blood doesn’t clot
In full clarity of mind
killing is your only wish
Your skin turns red
Toxamine, take your daily dose
toxamine, ten milligrams
of violence in your head
don’t ask me, I grant you the permission
to die without a prescription

devoUring me
black, and a coloured scene behind
black, are my eyes shut or black
a collapsed reality out of my numb mind
boundless dark or a locked self
my life is passing by
memoirs of decay
lost on the stage
like scenes of a play
a tragedy standing still
or forgotten under years of dust
I imagine to see, but my sight is asleep
my brain is not
there is so much pain
I can hear what I breathe
not air but some speech
a funeral echo far away
yet some creatures are here
on my unseen skin, consuming my hands
they are devouring me, they are devouring me
devouring me
words fade away
they are blessing my soul
I can feel something cold
not fear, my blood
I imagine to see, but my sight is asleep
my brain is not
there is so much pain
I can hear what I breathe
not air but some speech
a funeral echo far away
yet some creatures are here
on my unseen skin, consuming my hands
they are devouring me, they are devouring me
devouring me
boundless dark in my inner self
my life is passing by
the blackest silk, crawling worms
this is my coffin I am dead

the fifth fury
All the Furies:

Birthed out of Uranos blood
We are the furies of anger, murder and vengeance

First Fury (Tisiphone):

All the Furies:
Second Fury (Megaera):

Third Fury (Alecto):

Fifth Fury:

I come to scourge the guilty
The living and the dead, scorpions are by my side
I scent life and death
We are the daughters of the night
So dreadful am I, snake-haired and jealous
I will strike you with madness
My blood-dripping eyes fall on you,
am I the avenger of the slaughtered lambs

To my commands obey now, Erynies, ministers of pain
Zeus generated me and released me as a hound of hell
When I was born, the day had to die
I’m the Fury from the dark side
Don’t wait for a dawn, don’t call for light
Worship a sun that will never rise

Fourth Fury (Nemesis):
I come to scourge you dog!
I’m the goddess of reward, Erynies are by my side
I judge life and death
All the Furies:
Fifth Fury:
Nemesis:

Fifth Fury:

We are the daughters of the night
I scorn human and divine retribution
the hourglass of human kind is in my hands
am I here to punish your insolent hubris
To my commands obey now, Erynies, ministers of pain
Zeus generated me and released me as a hound of hell
When I was born, the day had to die
I’m the Fury from the dark side
Don’t wait for a dawn, don’t call for light
Worship a sun that will never rise

All the Furies:

We are the daughters of the night
We are the ministers of pain

Prometheous scars
Bound to the precipice,
his quivering wounds
opened to heaven, bleeding at dawn
Scorn and despair,
here is the glorious Man
warrior blind to the warfare
king reduced to a writhing shade
at the gates of his fallen palace
deaf to the calling of the dead
Foul Tyrant, who defied the Gods
and mother Earth betrayed,
tears under a crown of thorns and pain
slave of the post modern age
waste is the name of humanity
Darkness over the day
like blood out of Prometheus scars
once thick bodies,
now pale shades
once a heap of corpses after the war
delish flesh under vaulting crows
now ghosts underneath their graves
counting on a ferocious impending revenge
deaf to the calling of the dead
Foul Tyrant, who defied the Gods
and mother Earth betrayed,
Darkness over the day
like blood out of Prometheus scars
the shadows are condemned to wander on Earth
while their vacant shapes
to hold all human remains beneath
till death unite them in Hell
and they part no more

in the mass grave
(dedicated to all the women brutally tortured, raped or killed
on ethnic basis during the Bosnian war)
I could see the moon, back from the war
Spots of blood on her pale dress
Dreams and tales be told no more
By the sad unfortunate witness
write what you saw, bloodstained sister
In the sky for future nightmares
my corpse has been raped twice
And thrown down in this hole
among the others
the seed of brainsick strangers
I bring with me
waiting for the brave soldier
with all my hatred
I want you
I will kill you
how does it feel to be my victim?
meet me in the mass grave
be my tormented slave
meet me in the mass grave
lie with me
This horror now asks for more
to the sad unfortunate progeny
I leave you my soul, bloodstained sister
Like a whisper for future generations
my corpse has been raped twice
And thrown down in this hole
among the others
the shadows of cruel atrocities
bring with you
I crave for my brave soldier
with all my hatred
I want you
I will kill you
how does it feel to be my victim?
meet me in the mass grave
be my tormented slave
meet me in the mass grave

the grey machinery
(dedicated to the inhabitants of the city of Taranto, slaves and victims of the venoms released
in the air, the seas and into the ground by the ILVA)

cells within the flesh , gears within the mind
illusions, lies
lost in the factory of mechanical perception
into the dimension of infected reproduction
buried under faded faces, into dust
blind and consumed
each on his assembly blood-line
a ritual, to the eternity of an old
grey machinery
feasting on our rotting bodies
infected lungs, brains captivated
illness, lies, venom, anemia
icons of a new perfection, walking dead
blind and consumed
each on his assembly blood-line
hollow replicas of an old
grey machinery
feasting on our rotting bodies
infected lungs, brains captivated
illness, lies, venom, anemia
lost in the factory of impersonal mutation
with no consciousness of a human connotation
brainless, dumbness, lifeless
each on his assembly blood-line
pleased to feed an old
grey machinery
feasting on our rotting bodies
infected lungs, brains captivated
illness, lies, venom and anemia

